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Highlights

USMCA: Tomorrow, July 1st, USMCA enters into force! This
week, Mexican President Manuel Lopez Obrador may visit
Washington, DC in conjunction with USMCA implementation.

U.S. - China Trade: U.S. firms and government officials are
increasingly concerned with China’s targeted restrictions
requiring signed declarations that agriculture products are
coronavirus-free.

U.S. - U.K.:  Round two of U.S. – U.K. trade talks concluded
last week, with the U.K. launching an agricultural trade
commission to advise the government on how to protect
farmers in its free trade negotiations.   

WTO: South Korea submitted Yoo Myung-hee, its trade
minister, for the WTO Director-General (DG) position, the 5th
candidate nominated.  DG Robert Azevedo announced
transferring the current Appellate Body Director to head a new
Knowledge and Management Directorate, signaling no likely
resurrection of the nonoperational AB in the near term.

Quote of the Week: “If they honor that deal we’ll be in a good place.
If they don’t honor the deal, we’ve got the toughest hombre in the
White House.” (Peter Navarro, White House Director of Trade and
Manufacturing Policy, referring to China’s commitments in the phase
one trade agreement)

USMCA

The USMCA enters into force tomorrow, July 1st!  After three
years of intense negotiations, official signing by each
country’s trade ambassadors, and passage of the agreement
in U.S., Canadian, and Mexican legislative bodies, the $1.5
billion tri-lateral trade agreement enters into force.

Manuel López Obrador, President of Mexico

In his daily press briefing, Mexican President Andrés Manuel
López Obrador announced that he plans to meet with
President Donald Trump to mark the entry into force of the
USMCA. “It’s very probable that I will go to Washington,”
López Obrador said, adding that he hopes Canadian Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau will also join the meeting. The visit will
most likely take place shortly after July 1, when the USMCA
enters into force.

 
Right out of the USMCA gate, the U.S. contemplates applying
for consultation on biotech with Mexico, according to
Ambassador Lighthizer’s Congressional testimony last week. 
Lighthizer said the USTR intends to initiate USMCA
consultations with Mexico over biotech products after July 1,
adding that he believes that it’s “going to be one of those
things where we’re going to have to file a state-to-state
dispute settlement.” During a recent webinar, Mexican
Ambassador to the U.S. Martha Bárcena said that biotech
products are not “forbidden” in Mexico and that the issue was
a temporary consequence of the pandemic. The agriculture
chapter in the USMCA includes language that encourages
trade in biotech products, but does “not require a Party to
mandate an authorization for a product of agricultural
biotechnology to be on the market.”

Senator Grassley, earlier, laid a marker for multiple issues
noting lingering agricultural concerns between the U.S. and
Mexico—most recently blocking glyphosate and suspending
agricultural biotechnology permits—stating they are
“definitely” worth state-to-state dispute actions under the
USMCA.

China Trade

China’s customs authority recently suspended U.S. poultry
product imports from a Tyson processing plant in Springdale,
Arkansas that reported confirmed cases of novel coronavirus
in the plant workforce.  China’s General Administration of
Customs (GACC) said on its website it determined the
suspension after the company confirmed a cluster of
coronavirus cases at the plant. China’s GACC has asked
some U.S. food exporters to sign a form guaranteeing their
products are not contaminated, but U.S. producers are
hesitant to sign onto the new safety protocols, saying that it is
highly unlikely their food can carry the virus. China began
testing meat, seafood, and fresh produce for the coronavirus
last week and some ports were opening all containers of meat
to carry out coronavirus tests. 

 
U.S. Secretary of Agriculture Sonny Perdue and FDA
Commissioner Stephen Hahn issued a joint statement on food
restrictions pertaining to COVID-19 saying that the U.S.
“understands the concerns of consumers here domestically
and around the world who want to know that producers,
processors and regulators are taking every necessary
precaution to prioritize food safety especially during these
challenging times. However, efforts by some countries to
restrict global food exports related to COVID-19 transmission
are not consistent with the known science of transmission.”
While the statement does not name any countries, sources at
Agri-Pulse reported that the target was China.

 
U.S. industry representatives decried China’s decision
emphasizing strong U.S. food safety protocols.  Gary
Mickelson, spokesperson for Tyson said the company was
investigating the  issue and working very closely with U.S.
government officials to comply fully with federal safety
requirements.  “It is important to note that the World Health
Organization, the Centers for Disease Control & Prevention,
USDA and the U.S. Food & Drug Administration agree that
there is no evidence to support transmission of COVID-19
associated with food,” Mickelson said in response to press
inquiries. Reiterating U.S. officials’ statements that there is no
evidence COVID-19 is a foodborne illness, and that it is
unlikely to spread via food packaging.

Phase One Agreement

Ambassador Lighthizer, in recent Congressional testimony,
confirmed that the U.S. will stay the course on the China
Phase One deal despite several challenges. “I think we have
what is an excellent agreement,” and “We expect it to be
honored,”  Lighthizer told the House Ways and Means
Committee. Despite the lagging pace of China’s agriculture
purchases under the agreement to date, Lighthizer indicated
that in spite of the economic collapse associated with COVID-
19, the Chinese are “going to do what they say.” He pointed to
China making good on its promises, referencing China’s
purchases of nearly $1 billion worth of cotton so far in 2020,
amid the COVID-19 pandemic that has shuttered retail stores
across the world and demand for textiles plummeted. He
further noted China has already purchased more than $10
billion worth of soybeans, cotton, sorghum, pork, and other
commodities.

A couple months after the coronavirus pandemic seized the
global economy, President Trump downplayed the importance
of the phase one trade deal, while administration officials
affirmed the deal remains intact.  “The trade deal, I don’t
know. Somehow, I lost a little flavor for it,” Trump said. He
further said, “I don’t want to talk about it. I can say China is
buying a lot of our product. But the trade deal, the ink was
barely dry when this (COVID-19) came in from China, so it’s
not like we’re thrilled.”

A White House official noted that securing a phase-two trade
deal with China will be a top trade priority in President
Trump’s second term.  Peter Navarro, the White House
Director of Trade and Manufacturing Policy said, “We have a
beautiful phase-one deal.” “We need to get back to the May
2019 deal the Chinese walked away from. We want to make
sure by the end of the second term we have that.” Mr.
Navarro continued, “We’re now in the realm of trust, but
verify.” It is up to the Chinese now to honor the phase-one
deal, he continued. “If they honor that deal we’ll be in a good
place. If they don’t honor the deal, we’ve got the toughest
hombre in the White House.”

U.S-U.K. Trade Agreement

After months of pressure from the National Farmers Union
(NFU), the U.K. will launch an agricultural trade commission
to advise the government on how to protect farmers in its
trade negotiations. The commission will consider how to
maintain standards and avoid undercutting its famers.
International Trade Secretary Liz Truss said that agreements
with other nations “must be fair and reciprocal” to U.K.
farmers and “must not compromise” on the U.K.’s “high
standards of food safety and animal welfare.” The
commission is set to produce a report to present to
parliament, but the recommendations will be advisory only.

 
Round two of U.S. – U.K. trade talks concluded last week
though limited details were reported to date. While both
countries are eager to move swiftly, Ambassador Lighthizer
quelled speculation of a completed deal  prior to the U.S.
presidential election. “That would be a very, very, very quick
time. I think it’s unlikely that that happens,” Lighthizer told
Congressional lawmakers in recent testimony. “It’s unlikely
that we would get an agreement, one to present to Congress
for Congressional action…I would put that near the
impossible time,” Lighthizer further added.

 
Prior to Ambassador Lighthizer’s testimony, Antony Phillipson,
the British consul general in New York and Her Majesty’s
trade commissioner for North America said that the U.K.
raised the prospect of a completed deal before the Nov. 3rd
U.S. presidential election.  Mr. Phillipson expressed the
ambitious target was a “shared goal” of the U.S. and U.K. Mr.
Phillipson emphasized the existing deep bilateral trade and
economic connections are beneficial in moving swiftly on the
current trade talks.

COVID-19 Developments

The WTO said its worst-case trade scenario for this year will
likely be avoided but warned governments against becoming
complacent to lingering economic risks due to the
coronavirus. The WTO estimated that global trade in
merchandise dropped 3% in the first quarter and fell 18.5%
in the second, according to a revised trade projection
published last Tuesday on the WTO’s website. The previous
WTO projections ranged from a 13% - 32% decline
depending on countries’ rapid and effective response to the
virus.

Separately, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) lowered
its forecast for global economic recovery, projecting a
significantly deeper recession and slower recovery than
projected in April. The IMF expects global GDP to shrink
4.9% in 2020, up from 3% decline estimated two months
ago. The IMF also forecasted an 11.9% decline in 2020
global trade.

Section 232 Tariff Actions

President Trump received a favorable Supreme Court ruling
on use of section 232 authority to curtail import competition. 
The court declined to hear a challenge to Trump’s decision
to impose 25 percent tariffs on imported steel using the
Section 232 national security law. The case was brought by
the American Institute for International Steel (AIIS), which
argued that Section 232 is an unconstitutional delegation of
power by Congress to the President. The group took the
case to the Supreme Court after the US Court of Appeals for
the Federal Circuit ruled against it.

 
AIIS expressed its disappointment with the decision
yesterday, urging Congress to act by placing limits on the
President’s Section 232 authority. “Even though the
Supreme Court did not today agree to accept our petition,
our cause is still right,” the group said in a statement. “We
reinvigorated a robust national conversation about the
proper separation of powers in our system of ordered liberty.
That conversation continues. Now it is up to Congress to
place limits on Presidential decision-making.”

 
Since Trump entered office, the Commerce Department
(Commerce) has initiated eight section 232 investigations,
the latest three on imports of vanadium, transformer parts,
and mobile cranes. The first section 232 investigations
resulted in President Trump imposing tariffs of 25% and 10%
on imports of steel and aluminum, respectively, based on
Commerce’s Section 232 investigation that found such
imports were a threat to national security.  

The Trump Administration is considering reinstating tariffs on
aluminum imports from Canada under the tri-lateral
agreement resulting in suspending the original section 232
tariffs on steel and aluminum. According to Bloomberg,
USTR could announce the re-imposition of 10 percent tariffs
on Canadian aluminum unless Ottawa imposes restrictions.
The tariffs would be imposed by July 1, the implementation
date of USMCA.  

In response, Canada’s Ambassador to the U.S., Kirsten
Hillman, said Canada’s aluminum exports are not causing
harm to the U.S. market. Ambassador Hillman emphasized
the two countries were in “constant” contact on the issue.
“We firmly believe that the Canadian aluminum exports to
the U.S. aren’t hurting the U.S. market in any way,” Hillman
said. She continued, “We’re emphasizing with American
friends the fact that we have this deep, mutually supportive
industry and that far from being harmful to the American
aluminum sector, our aluminum exports are indeed a great
help and benefit.”

The issue was ignited two weeks ago when Ambassador
Lighthizer told lawmakers that the U.S., Mexico, and Canada
are discussing ways to address recent surges in steel and
aluminum imports in the U.S. “There have been surges in
steel and aluminum, substantially from Canada, some from
Mexico,” Lighthizer said, noting that a 2019 arrangement
allows for the re-imposition of tariffs if consultations fail. In
May 2019, the U.S. agreed to eliminate Section 232 tariffs
on steel and aluminum from Canada and Mexico in
exchange for the repeal of retaliatory duties on U.S. goods.
However, signatory parties retained the authority to re-
impose tariffs if imports surged and consultations failed, but
only on covered steel or aluminum products.

U.S. - Japan Trade Agreement

No significant update since Ambassador Lighthizer
acknowledged in Congressional testimony that the
coronavirus has delayed phase two negotiations with
Japan.  In a response to a question from Rep. Estes on
Japan trade talks, Lighthizer commented he would expect
the phase two talks to start “in the next couple of months.”
Prior to the outbreak of COVID-19, commencement of
negotiations on a phase two or a comprehensive trade deal
were expected no earlier than May according to several
sources.

U.S.-EU Trade Developments

Transatlantic trade tensions are increasing over several U.S.
– EU trade conflicts. The dueling WTO civil aircraft disputes,
EU digital services taxes, and prospect of a U.S. section 301
investigation are front and center.  Last week Ambassador
Lighthizer told Congress. “I am looking right now at whether
or not some of these actions -- and I want to consult with you
and your staff -- whether or not right now we should be
looking at a 301 on some of these things. It’s getting so far out
of control.”

 
EU Trade Commissioner Phil Hogan recently pinned lack of
constructive trade talks on a limited U.S. – EU trade deal on
the U.S. election cycle and U.S. focus on the bilateral trade
deficit. Hogan noted, “we must acknowledge that the U.S. is
now in a pre-election phase” and that a potential small trade
deal is “challenging because the U.S. continues to see the
overall goal as achieving a reduction in the size of its bilateral
trade deficit with the EU.” 

Civil Aircraft Dispute

The final WTO arbitrator award amount may be delayed until
September or October regarding the WTO finding of illegal
subsidies for Boeing.  According to reports, the delay stems
from COVID-19 complications, hampering in-person meetings
and other communications at the WTO in Switzerland.  The
delay is a setback for the EU, which has been subject to U.S.
tariffs under the Airbus ruling since last October over
subsidies and has pinned hopes on a larger settlement on the
dueling cases once the EU slapped tariffs on U.S. products. In
May, the EU published its proposed list of tariffs in anticipation
of the Boeing award amount, focusing on politically sensitive
products including aircraft, helicopters, seafood, and several
agriculture products.

 
The EU indicated it is seeking an award amount of
approximately $12 billion, while the U.S. expects a much
lower award amount, about $300 million, claiming "that it has
fully complied in the dispute brought by the European Union”
against illegal subsidies for Boeing aircraft production,
according to USTR. Ambassador Lighthizer in the statement
noted, “With Washington State’s repeal of this relatively minor
tax reduction, the United States has fully implemented the
WTO’s recommendation, ending this dispute.”  “This step
ensures that there is no valid basis for the EU to retaliate.”

 
Meanwhile, USTR announced it is considering additional or
rotating tariffs (i.e. carousel) on EU products under the Airbus
case. Under a Federal Register notice, the USTR has
announced that it is considering implementing another $3.1
billion in additional retaliatory tariffs on EU aircraft and other
products given the EU’s continued non-compliance with the
WTO ruling against subsidies provided to Airbus. Public
comments may be filed with the USTR until July 26, 2020.

 
The WTO ruling on illegal launch aid for Airbus’ civil aircraft
program allows the U.S. to impose tariffs of $7.5 billion on EU
products. During the last carousel period, the U.S. raised the
tariff on EU aircrafts to 15% from 10% and declined to raise or
change out products on the existing products list of tariffs.

U.S. - Kenya Trade Developments

Formal U.S.-Kenya trade negotiations are expected to
launch next week for a comprehensive free trade agreement
(FTA). USTR officials report the “virtual” negotiations will last
two weeks, constituting a similar approach employed in the
bilateral talks with the U.K.  On May 22nd USTR published
the U.S. negotiating objectives allowing for formal talks to
commence 30-days afterwards according to Trade
Promotion Authority rules.  Kenya is expected to release its
negotiating objectives prior to launch of official negotiations.

 
Since notifying Congress earlier this year of its intent to
negotiate an FTA with Kenya, USTR officials have
repeatedly stressed the geo-political importance of the FTA
to a broader trade policy approach in the African continent.
A deal with Kenya would set the stage for the U.S. to secure
more deals with African countries.  Ambassador Lighthizer
previously commented that “it’s really, really important that
we have one African country that we really have a good
agreement with.” He noted that “Europe has a bunch of
agreements, but they’re really not very complete and they’re
not very high standards. China has some activity there. So,
it’s important the United States has what we consider to be a
really, really good agreement.” 

 
As reported earlier, the USITC, at the request of USTR, has
launched an investigation into the probable economic effects
of eliminating tariffs on some imports from Kenya.  The
report is required under Section 131 of the Trade Act of
1974 and will examine the “probable economic effect of
providing duty-free treatment for imports of currently dutiable
products from Kenya on industries in the United States
producing like or directly competitive products and on
consumers.” The USITC will hold a virtual hearing in
connection with the investigation on July 7th and expects to
submit its confidential report to USTR by Sept. 16th.

U.S. - Brazil Trade Developments

Trade talks with Brazil are on hold as Amb. Lighthizer told the
House Ways & Means Committee that, “We don’t have any
plans right now for an FTA with Brazil.”  Lighthizer elaborated
stating, “What we are doing right now on Brazil is trying to
work our way through specific problems to have Brazil open
up and create jobs for Americans.” Earlier this month House
Ways & Means Committee Democrats penned a letter that
strongly opposed “pursing any type of trade agreement with
the Bolsonaro government in Brazil.” The letter listed several
concerns relating mostly to human and environmental rights.

U.S. - India Trade Developments

According to India’s Commerce and Industry Minister, Piyush
Goyal, he will speak with Amb. Lighthizer to address how to
wrap up an initial U.S.-India trade deal. Minister Goyal said he
hoped the two leaders could “quickly wrap” up the initial deal
during a webinar organized by the Indo-American Chamber of
Commerce.  Last month the U.S.-India Business Council Vice
President Amy Hariani told Inside U.S. Trade that both
countries were close to securing a limited trade pact.
However, Lighthizer’s testimony last week suggests that a
limited trade deal with India is not imminent as reported
earlier by industry groups.

 
During the Congressional Committee hearings on the
Administration’s 2020 trade agenda, Amb. Lighthizer told
lawmakers that the U.S. is currently in trade negotiations with
India. Ambassador Lighthizer said negotiations with India are
taking longer than he expected. “They are dogged and
insistent on keeping their tariffs and we are dogged in
insisting that we are going to get a fair deal. So we are
working on it very much. And hopefully we’ll get a good
outcome,” Amb. Lighthizer added.

Seasonal Produce

Timing on potential field hearings on the issue of seasonal
produce depend on safely holding in-person hearings
according to Amb. Lighthizer. In Congressional testimony,
Amb. Lighthizer said he remains committed to holding field
hearings in Georgia and Florida, and his preference would be
to have live, in-person hearings if it can be done safely. 

The seasonal produce hearings were part of a multi-step plan
outlined in a January 9, 2019 letter from Amb. Lighthizer to
the Florida congressional delegation to review and determine
options regarding “trade-distorting policies that may be
contributing to unfair pricing in the U.S. market for seasonal
and perishable products and to assess the impact of those
policies on U.S. producers.” The letter notes that within 60
days after “entry-into- force” of the USMCA, the USTR will
“implement effective and timely remedies necessary to
address any trade distorting policies” affecting U.S. growers.
Additionally, within 90 days, the Department of Commerce,
U.S. Department of Agriculture and USTR will have hearings
in Florida and Georgia to  hear testimony from growers.
According to USTR, “At the hearings, officials from the federal
agencies will hear from interested persons on how the Trump
Administration can support these producers and redress any
unfair harm.”

 
Prior to suspension of the hearings, Mexican government
officials warned the country may be forced to react should the
U.S. impose restrictions on seasonal produce trade. Mexican
Undersecretary for North America Jesús Seade said Mexico
would use USMCA’s dispute settlement mechanism as well as
direct measures “to start.” He emphasized that Mexico would
“probably take action of a similar commercial magnitude on
appropriate sectors, it could be agricultural sectors.” Seade
affirmed that “if anything is inconsistent with our
commitments, we will have to respond.”

WTO

WTO Leadership

South Korea formally submitted Yoo Myung-hee, its trade
minister, for the Director-General (DG) position. Myung-hee is
the fifth official candidate and joins Nigeria’s Ngozi Okonjo-
Iweala, Egypt’s Abdel-Hamid Mamdouh, Mexico’s Jesús
Seade, and Moldova’s Tudor Ulianovischi in the candidate
pool. Notably the first four candidates represent developing
countries. South Korea’s nomination marks the first
nomination of a candidate from a developed country, though
Australia, the EU, and New Zealand are rumored to be
considering nominating a candidate. The nomination phase
for the new DG selection process closes on July 8th
according to a previous WTO announcement. The current
candidates and their professional backgrounds are provided
below.

Yoo Myung-hee, WTO DG Candidate
 

WTO DG Candidate Tracker

Candidate Country Experience

Jesús Seade Mexico
 
 
 
 

Undersecretary of Foreign Relations
for North America, Chief negotiator
for the Uruguay Round, Chief
Economist at World Bank |
Biography

Ngozi Okonjo-
Iweala 

Nigeria
 
 

World Bank executive, Minister of
finance, economy, and foreign affairs
for Nigeria | Biography

Abdel-Hamid
Mamdouh

Egypt
 
 
 

Egyptian Trade negotiator, trade
lawyer at King & Spalding (Geneva),
Director WTO Trade in Services
Division | Biography

Tudor
Ulianovschi

Moldova
 
 

Former Moldovan Minister of Foreign
Affairs and Ambassador to the WTO
| Biography

Yoo Myung-hee South Korea
 
 

Trade Minister for the Republic of
Korea | Biography

EU Trade Commissioner Phil Hogan said he will not seek the
DG position, ending speculation on his bid for the WTO’s top
leadership position. Hogan issued a statement saying that he
would return to his duties as trade commissioner and not put
his name forward for DG after publicly considering it. Hogan
emphasized that the decision “will allow other potential
candidates (including European nominees) to consider their
candidacy before the close of nominations on the 8th July
next.” According to earlier reports, Spanish Foreign Affairs
Minister Arancha González-Laya is rumored as a potential EU
nominee.  

WTO Reform

The WTO’s Director of the Appellate Body, Werner Zdouc is
transferring to lead a new division on knowledge and
information management.  The move was approved by DG
Roberto Azevedo and noted that the move “will see the WTO
joining other institutions in making knowledge management
an important feature of their organizational structure and
practice while streamlining and updating related fields of
information management and having an organized focal point
for academic collaboration and outreach.” No word on
whether the WTO will select a new AB Director.  The move by
Mr. Azevêdo seems to signal that reconstituting the Appellate
Body is unlikely in the near future, and even if it is rebuilt and
operational with new judges sufficient for a quorum, Mr. Zdouc
will no longer lead a revitalized AB.

Werner Zdouc, Director, WTO Apellate Body (former)

The WTO’s Director of the Appellate Body, Werner Zdouc is
transferring to lead a new division on knowledge and
information management.  The move was approved by DG
Roberto Azevedo and noted that the move “will see the WTO
joining other institutions in making knowledge management
an important feature of their organizational structure and
practice while streamlining and updating related fields of
information management and having an organized focal point
for academic collaboration and outreach.” No word on
whether the WTO will select a new AB Director.  The move by
Mr. Azevêdo seems to signal that reconstituting the Appellate
Body is unlikely in the near future, and even if it is rebuilt and
operational with new judges sufficient for a quorum, Mr. Zdouc
will no longer lead a revitalized AB.

 
Mr. Zdouc’s transfer likely does not go unnoticed by some
WTO experts and observers of the defunct AB. Former AB
member and Georgetown Law professor Jennifer Hillman
earlier published a list of recommendations to reset and
reform the AB, including, establishing an oversight committee,
and limiting the service of the AB Secretariat. Published last
January by the Council for Foreign Affairs, in the policy
memorandum, Hillman wrote one AB solution is to, “Limit the
service of members of the Appellate Body Secretariat to no
longer than eight years—the maximum length of time of an
Appellate Body member.”  She argued that over time the
obsession with consistency in AB decisions has produced
“ossification” creating an environment where Mr. Zdouc and
AB members are unable or unwilling to admit, much less
correct, past mistakes.

 
Earlier this month in Congressional testimony Amb. Lighthizer
signaled he is not eager for reconvening the AB. Lighthizer
testified before the House Ways & Means Committee, “I’m not
a fan of the Appellate Body.” “I think if it never goes back into
effect that would be fine,” he added. Amb. Lighthizer did not
offer solutions for replacing or reforming the AB but
emphasized the failings of the current system.

Other WTO Developments

Last week House leadership moved swiftly to prevent a
House vote on a resolution for U.S. withdrawal from the WTO
that was introduced by Reps. Peter DeFazio and Frank
Pallone. The House Rules Committee first voted 9-4 to
amend procedural rules, including on the WTO withdrawal
resolution last Wednesday. The next day the modified rules
were overwhelmingly approved (230-180) killing any chance
for a WTO withdrawal vote in the House until 2025.  The
move essentially eliminated a floor debate and a floor vote on
the WTO measure this year, perhaps relieving some House
Members of a difficult vote prior to fall elections. The Senate
could still vote on a withdrawal resolution offered by Sen.
Josh Hawley in July, barring a similar legislative maneuver
preventing the resolution from reaching the Senate floor.

 
In response to the House’s swift action, Rep. DeFazio’s office
stated, “Rep. DeFazio believes this is a missed opportunity for
the House to debate the future of U.S. participation in the
WTO, a body which has failed our country and serves the
interests of Wall Street and multinational corporations, not the
interests of working people.”

 
WTO talks on electronic commerce and fisheries are
resuming, suggesting two key WTO priorities are moving
forward despite coronavirus-related challenges.  WTO
members party to the plurilateral talks on electronic
commerce will meet twice in July. According to Amb. Lisson,
chair of e-commerce talks, the meetings in July will provide
opportunities for those working in small groups to “report
back” to the members on progress they have had in “finding
convergence” in specific subject areas.

 
The chair of the fisheries negotiations, Santiago Willis
(Colombia) said, “All of our heads of government made a
commitment to reach an agreement on fisheries subsidies by
2020 in the WTO.” Amb. Wills continued, “With restrictions in
Switzerland being relaxed and meetings on WTO premises
resuming, the time has come to pick up from where we left off.
Gradual preparations beginning now will help members
intensify negotiations before the end of the year.” The
meetings, scheduled for June 25 and July 21, will combine in-
person and video conferencing platforms.  The fisheries
negotiations were a central agenda item for the June WTO
Ministerial in Kazakhstan which was canceled due to the
global pandemic.
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